
Subject: Pi 7's , will they work for me?
Posted by Dave on Thu, 02 Jun 2005 19:50:24 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

 hello all,I've been pouring over the threads on the Pi forum for the last several days and have
finally decided to post here with the hopes of getting a better idea of which version of Pi speakers
might be best sutited for my situation.    I do have raised wood floors, which is a bummer I know,
but not much that I can do about that. My room is basically 15 x 15 x 8, but this room adjoins the
dining/kitchen area so it is really more like 15 x 23 x 8 with a half wall partially seperating the two
rooms. All walls are wood framed with 1/2 sheetrock.   My gear is all 47 Labs - a 25 watt Gaincard
(chip amp), a Flatfish transport with the Progression DAC and all 47 Labs wiring.  I think this gear
sounds really nice,.....If I ever did decide to try other gear it would probably be a tube amp. I've got
this loudspeaker dilemma though....and that's where I hope someone can help me sort things
out......of course I'm thinking I want the Audiophile or Proffessional 7's, maybe even the ones with
the 18" drivers, (something about these big high efficiency drivers really gets me!) but I'm a bit
confused when it comes to sorting out the criteria involved in choosing the set that are right for my
room. I have the corners for cornerhorns and I can probably persuade me wife to arrange the
furniture so things will work out  How do I proceed from here so that I can point myself in the right
direction and not spend too much time drooling over a kit I might not be the best for me?   Can
you point me in the right direction? ps- Wayne, I also sent this info in an email to you with an
attachment showing my room configuration in PDF format.  
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